9:15 - 9:45 AM Breakfast

9:45 - 10 AM Opening Remarks

10 - 10:15 AM Screening  ·  “Alice Barker: It Don’T Mean A Thing If It Ain’T Got That Swing”

10:15 - 11:30 AM Morning Panel

   Rishi Goyal  ·  “Age is Not a Diagnosis”
   Adriana Garriga-López  ·  “Devil’s Wisdom: Aging with HIV Among Sex Workers in Puerto Rico”
   Robert Sladen  ·  “Advanced Age in the Critically Ill: Does It Really Matter?”
   Robert Cohen  ·  “Aging in the Office, Aging in the Prison” I

11:30 AM - 1 PM Discussion

1-2 PM Lunch

2 - 4 PM Afternoon Panel

   Othon Iliopoulos  ·  “Medical Genetics Redefines the Care for the Elderly”
   Charles Branas  ·  “The Economic Landscape of Suicide and Related Conditions of Aging”
   Geraldine Downey  ·  “Using a Life-Course Developmental Perspective to Inform Policy on the Release of Aging Prisoners”
   Allen James  ·  “Generational Alienation in Our Inner Cities”
   Robert Cohen  ·  “Aging in the Office, Aging in the Prison” II

4 - 6 PM Discussion

6 - 7 PM Reception